
Technology Strategy and Innovation Analyst (Student Position)

About Oppo:

Founded in 2004, OPPO is one of the world's leading innovators of smart devices. With operations in
over 50 countries and regions, OPPO's more than 280,000 points of sales and 2,500 service centers
share the beauty of technology with users all over the world.

As the era of the Internet of Everything is approaching, OPPO smartphones are unlocking the future,
helping users enjoy a smart, digital life. OPPO started to build a smart device ecosystem in 2019.
Today, OPPO offers a matrix of IoT products, including smart TVs, smart watches/bands, TWS
earphones, and other accessories. All these products are designed to create joyful connections for
every consumer anytime, anywhere.

OPPO is committed to our mission of "Technology for Mankind, Kindness for the World." We will
continue to pursue innovation in the smart themes of learning, productivity, entertainment, and
healthcare to meet the needs of people around the world. Constantly seeking technological
breakthroughs. Let’s look forward to a brighter future and inspiration ahead.

OPPO’s Israeli office is looking for a Technology Strategy and Innovation Analyst (student position)

Key Responsibilities
- Proactively follow Israel and Europe tech industry trends, and draft regular industry and market

trends reports
- Prepare industry analysis reports on key tech areas, such as Digital Health, Imaging/Optics,

Consumer IoT, Computer Vision, Security, etc.
- Prepare geographical and domain based ecosystem review reports
- Prepare potential partner (collaboration, investment, etc.) companies analysis reports

Basic Qualifications
- Undergraduate or graduate student. STEM degree from a top Israeli or abroad university is a

MUST
- Excellent research & report writing skills, Proficient in presenting, reporting, and qualitative and

quantitative analysis
- Fluent in English
- Minimum commitment to 3 months, with 2 days per week. Flexible working schedule, remote

working arrangement during COVID

Advanced Qualifications - MUST have at least some of the below
- Fluent in French and/or German
- Prior experience in consulting, business development, market analysis, competitive analysis, or

ecosystem role (accelerator, incubator, TTO, VC, etc.)
- Advanced degree (MSc, PhD, MBA) student
- High grades (>90)

What will you get?
- Relevant allowance
- If you want to pursue a tech related strategy/ analyst / investment career, this student position will

be a good preparation.  You will be mentored on industry analysis, report writing skills, etc.

Suitable candidates, please send your resume to israel@oppo.com.
Only relevant candidates will be contacted.
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